Brown's description [BR071] of the modular gcd algorithm for integral polynamials is excellent. In this paper we have used his definitions and notation to the extent possible. Furthermore we refer to his paper freely and the reader will undoubtedly find i t necessary to have a copy of Brown's paper handy in order to understand our presentation. This method of presentation allows us to be brief but yet precise (hopefully). Our presentation also meshes nicely with Brown's because our modular algorithm for Gaussian polynomials is quite analogous to the algorithm for integral polynomials.
The four units of G are + l and + i. The f i r s tquadrant value of a Gaussian integer is that associate a + bi such that either a = b = 0 or a > 0 and b > O. The first-quadrant value in each associate class will be taken to be unit normal.
Othe~ than the prime l + i , the unit normal primes of G f a l l into two classes. First i f p is a prime in Z and p z 3(mod 4) then p is prime in G. Second i f p is a prime in Z and p ~ l (mod 4) ~hen ~here exist unique positive a,b in Z such that a + b ~ = p, a + ib and b + ia are primes in G. Except for associates there are no other Gaussian primes. The two classes of primes will be referred to as real Gaussian primes and complex Gaussian primes respectively.
If p is a real Gaussian prime, then the residue classes of G modulo the ideal generated by p are isomorphic to the ~inite field GF(p~), the f i n i t e field containing pL elements. If a ± bi is a complex Gaussian prime then the f i n i t e field of residye classes is isomorphic to Zp = GF(p) where p = a ~ + b ~ .
In section 2 we discuss some relevant properties of Gaussian integers. In section 3 we present the changes that are necessary to generalize the modular algorithm to Gaussian polynomials. This generalized algorithm has been programmed in the SAC-I system [CAC75a].
Section 4 is devoted to bounding the number of unlucky primes and b-values that can occur in the Gaussian algorithm. These bounds assure us that the algorithm will terminate.
In section 5 the computing time for the Gaussian algorithm is analyzed. The computing time bound for the Gaussian algorithm is analogous to the bound obtained by Brown for polynomials with rational integer coefficients.
GAUSSIAN INTEGERS
The elements of G/(p), p a real Gaussian prime, may be represented by the set Gp = {x+iy: x,y in Zp}.
The homomorphism ~:G ÷ Gp is defined by @(a+ib) = (a mod p) + i(b mod p). The operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication in Gp are carried out like ordinary complex arithmetic except that operations in Z are substituted for operations in P Z. The inverse of x + iy in Gp may be computed in a number of ways. The extended Euclidean algorithm or Fermat's theorem may be used, or the problem may be reduced to computing inverses in Z as follows: To comp,,te (x+iy) -l f i r s t compute 2 =P(x+iy)(x-iy), a member of Zp. Compute ~-l in Zp. Then in Gp, (x+iy) -I = z -l ( x -i y ) . The l a t t e r method is used in [CAC75a], cf. algorithm CGIREC.
In this section we briefly review some relevant properties of the Euclidean domain of Gaussian integers, henceforth denoted by G. For the modular GCD algorithm it will be necessary to have a list of real Gaussian primes. Such a list can be reasonably computed using a simple sieve technique to generate all real (rational) primes in a given interval and then discard those rational primes that are congruent to 1 modulo 4. See, for example, algorithm GIGNPR in [CAC75a].
A MODULAR GCD ALGORITHM FOR GAUSSIAN POLYNOMIALS
In this section will be discussed the generalizations for Gaussian polynomials of 2. GCD's of Gaussian integers may be computed efficiently by using the generalized Lehmer algorithm as given in [CAC75a or CAC75b].
3. In step (5) set ~ = 2 maxl~l where @ ranges over the real and imaginary parts of g and the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients of F l and F 2 • 4. In step (6), p should be a new real Gaussian prime not dividing fl and f2" 5. In step (8) algorithm P must be altered to apply to polynomials in Gp[X l ..... Xv].
6. In step (ll) the Chinese remainder algorithm must be altered to apply to polynomials in Gp[X l ..... Xv]. Note comments below.
7. In step (13) choose ~* such that ~*/2 is an integer bound on the magnitudes of the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients of G'HI* and G* H2*.
Since p is a real (rational) prime as well as a Gaussian prime it is not necessary to actually change the Chinese remainder algorithm in step (ll). It is sufficient to apply twice the same algorithm used in the real case. First apply it to update the quadruple (q,rp(G~), rp(H!* ), rp(H2*)) to include (p,rp(G), rp(Hl), rp(H2)) where rp(G*) etc. denotes the real part of the polynomial G*, i.e., G* can be written in the form GI* + G2* where GI*, G2* are polynomials over z. rp(G*) = Gl*. Next apply the real Chines8 remainder algorithm to update the quadruple (q, ip(G*), ip(H1* ), ip(H2*)) (here we must use the same q that was used as input in the first application of the Chinese remainder algorithm and not the updated q) to include (p, ip(G), ip(Hl), ip(H2)) where ip(G*), etc. denotes the imaginary part of G*, i.e., G2*. Then the updated G* = the updated rp(G*) + i times the updated ip(G*). The updated Hi* and H2* are constructed analogously. This enables us to update the quad£up!e (q,G*,HI*,H2*) to include (Xv-b,G,Hi,H2) by applying the same interpolation form of the Chinese algorithm used for the real case to the respective real and imaginary parts of the polynomials G*, Hi*, and Ha* in a manner that is completely analogous to that z previously discussed for algorithm M. The analysis of the computing time for algorithm P applied to inputs F I ' , F 2' in Gp[X 1 . . . . . Xv] is completely analogous to the analysis for the real case since the only difference between the two versions of the algorithm is the domain in which the coefficient arithmetic is carried out. But in both cases the time to do any of the required calculations in the coefficient domains is assumed to be dominated by I.
However i t should be noted that there seems to be a s l i g h t error in Brown's analysis of algorithm P. Formula (89) on page 501 while, s t r i c t l y speaking, not incorrect, should nonetheless be replaced by This bound reflects the correction to the bound for the computing time of algorithm P.
